Abstract. Let T(F) be the Teichmiiller space of a finitely generated Fuchsian group F of the first kind. We shall show that there exists no nontrivial family of holomorphic proper mappings of the unit disc into T(F) with a complex analytic parameter. Using this result, we shall investigate a family of quasi-conformal mappings with a complex analytic parameter whose Beltrami differentials vanish on a fixed set of positive area.
Introduction
Let F be a finitely generated Fuchsian group of the first kind. The Teichmiiller space T(F) of F is identified, via the Bers embedding, with a bounded domain in Cm , where m is the dimension of T(F). Hence a holomorphic mapping of the unit disc A into T(F) is regarded as a finite system of bounded holomorphic functions on A. Shiga [Shi, Sh2] applied theorems on bounded holomorphic functions to such a mapping to prove several results on Teichmiiller spaces. On the other hand, a lot of properties of T(F) and its boundary have been pointed out by many researchers. Some of these results, for example Lemmas 1, 2, 3 in §3, indicate that the boundary is complicated. With these properties, the Fatou's theorem and the Riesz' theorem about bounded analytic functions, Imayosi-Shiga [IS] gave an analytic proof of the finiteness theorem of holomorphic families over Riemann surfaces of finite type.
In this paper, we also utilize the properties of the boundary of T(F) and theorems on bounded analytic functions to show certain rigidity properties of holomorphic proper mappings of the unit disk A into T(F) (actually, we deal with holomorphic mappings under some weaker condition). Namely, there exists no nontrivial family of holomorphic proper mappings of A into T(F) with a complex analytic parameter. As a corollary we shall show that T(F) is not holomorphically equivalent to a product of complex manifolds. We shall also investigate, as a corollary, some families of quasi-conformal mappings of Riemann surfaces.
Notation
In this section we fix our notation and recall some known results. We refer to Kra [K2] and Lehto [L] for more details and references.
Throughout this paper, A denotes the unit disk and H denotes the upper half plane and L denotes the lower half plane. In this paper, a quasi-conformal mapping is a quasi-conformal homeomorphism of the Riemann sphere C. Let F be a finitely generated Fuchsian group of the first kind acting on the upper half plane H. F is said to be of signature (p, n; a\, ...,an) (or simply, (p, n)) if the Riemann surface H/F has genus p and has n special points with ramification number cti,.'.., a". Here we consider a puncture of H/F as a special point of ramification number oo. An essentially bounded measurable function on C satisfying H ° S (F/£') = Ii a.e. for all g £ F is called a Beltrami differential for F .
Let B(F) denote the space of Beltrami differentials for F . The space B(F) is a Banach space with supremum norm. Let Bi(F) denote the unit ball of B(F). For F-invariant set U, B(F, U) denotes the space of Beltrami differentials for F that vanish outside of U and B\ (F, U) denotes the unit ball of B(F, U). For each p £ B\ (F), w^ denotes the quasi-conformal homeomorphism of C with Beltrami differential p normalized so that w^ fixes 0, 1, and oo.
A quasi-conformal homeomorphism w is called compatible with F provided 
T(F) -+ A2(F, L). The mapping <P is a holomorphic injection and gives an embedding (called the Bers embedding) of T(F) onto a bounded domain of A2(F, H) . We identify T(F) and Q(T(F)), and regard T(F) as a bounded domain in c3p~3+" .
We describe the boundary dT(F) of_ r(F) briefly (see Bers [BI] , Maskit [M] For a quasi-conformal selfmapping u; of C with Beltami differential p, the maximal dilatation K(w) is given by
The Kobayashi (or hyperbolic) pseudodistance d\t on a complex manifold M is given as follows; for two points p, q G M, choose points p = po, p\, ... , Pk-i > Pk = Q of M, points a\, ... , ak, b\, ... , bk of A, and holomorphic mappings f, ... , fk of A into M such that fi(aj) = Pi^\ and fi(bt) = /?, for i = I, ... , k . Then
where /? is the Poincare distance on A and the infimum is taken with respect to all possible choices of finite points and holomorphic mappings as above.
A complex manifold is called hyperbolic provided dju is a distance. When M = A, djy coincides with p . For a finitely generated Fuchsian group of the first kind F , the Kobayashi pseudodistance dT(F) is a distance and coincides with the Teichmiiller distance d. Let M and N be two complex manifolds and let /: A/ -> TV be a holomorphic mapping. Then from the definition of the Kobayashi pseudodistances, dM{P, Q) > dN(f(p), f(q)), p,q£M.
Rigidity of holomorphic mappings into Teichmuller spaces
In this section, F denotes a finitely generated Fuchsian group of the first kind whose signature is (p, n) with 2>p -3 + n > 0 . The Teichmuller space T(F) is identified with a bounded domain in C3p_3+" via the Bers embedding. Let A be the unit disk {z £ C; \z\ < 1}. We regard a holomorphic mapping /: A -► T(F) as a bounded holomorphic mapping A -> c3p_3+" . Hence the mapping / has radial limits at almost all points of<9A = {zGC;|z| = l}, and the limits belong to T(F). We begin with some lemmas. Remark. In fact, the statement of Shiga [Sh2] Theorem 5 is slightly different from that of the above lemma. But the same argument yields the above statement.
Lemma 2 yields another proof of the following lemma. Proof. For each j, there exists a holomorphic isometry *F,-: A -► T(F) such that *P;(0) = y>j and *F/(A) 9 y/j. Then by the assumption,
Here p is the Poincare distance on A and d is the Teichmuller distance on T(F). Hence the sequence yYjHWj)} is contained in a compact set in A.
Suppose that there exists a subsequence {y/jk} of {y/j} such that limk_00y/jk / <p. By taking a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that the sequence of mappings {/F^} converges to a holomorphic mapping ^F0: A -► T(F) and that the sequence {x¥jkl(y/jk)} converges to a point z0 G A. Then *F°(0) = tp , which corresponds to a totally degenerate group, and ^*°(zo) ^ y>. This contradicts Lemma 2. on A. Noting that C is an arbitrary point of A, the assertion of the theorem follows.
Remark 1. Lemma 2 yields another proof of Theorem 1, without using Kobayashi distance, which we omit here.
Remark 2. In connection with Theorem 1, there arises a natural question that the same statement as Theorem 1 is true for infinite-dimensional Teichmuller spaces. To this question, Professor C. McMullen suggested counterexamples. The details will be given elsewhere.
Corollaries to Theorem 1
In this section we derive corollaries from Theorem 1. Let F be a finitely generated Fuchsian group of the first kind. The following is immediate. Corollary 3. Let F be a finitely generated Fuchsian group of the first kind whose signature is (p, n) with 3p -3 + n > 0. Then the Teichmuller space T(F) is not holomorphically equivalent to a direct product M\ x M2, where Mi is a complex manifold of positive dimension, i = 1, 2.
Proof. Assume that there exist complex manifolds M\ and M2 and a biholomorphic mapping O = (<I>i, O2) of T(F) onto M\ x M2, where <P, is a holomorphic mapping of T(F) to Af,, / = 1, 2. Take a holomorphic proper mapping h: A -> T(F), and set E = {e'e £ dA; h has a radial limit h»(e'e) at ew and that ht(ew) £ dT(F)} . For each eie £ E, set ce = {reie ; 0 < r < 1}. Then the set E\ = {ew £Ei;xi'p has a radial limit *¥p.(ei0)} has the same (hence positive) linear measure as E\, and each e'e £ E\, p^e'9) £ dT(F). Note that the family of holomorphic mappings {x¥p}peM2 depends holomorphically on the parameter p . This contradicts Theorem 1.
Next we give a remark on holomorphic families over Riemann surfaces of finite type. We begin with a brief description. See for example Imayoshi-Shiga [IS] , which contains an analytic proof of Parsin-Arakerov's theorem, for more details and references. Let F\ and F2 be finitely generated torsion free Fuchsian groups of the first kind acting on A , and let (p, n) be the signature of F2 . A holomorphic mapping <P of A into T(F2) is called a holomorphic family of type (p, n) over the Riemann surface A/F\ if for each g £ F{ there exists a holomorphic homeomorphism x(g) of T(F2) such that Q>og = x(g)o<S>. The correspondence g -* %(g) is a homomorphism. Two holomorphic families Oi and O2 are called equivalent if there exists a holomorphic homeomorphism y of T(F2) such that Oi =yo02.
Noguchi [N] investigated the set of holomorphic mappings of certain kinds of complex spaces and showed that the set of holomorphic families over A/F\ is a Zariski open subset of a compact complex space, hence consists of finitely many components. If a holomorphic family <P is not a constant map, from the argument in [IS] (from p. 212 line 32 to p. 213 line 18), radial limits of <£ at almost everywhere in dA belong to dT(F). Hence from Theorem 1 it follows that the component containing <P consists of one point. Thus we get another proof of Parshin-Arakelov's finiteness theorem of holomorphic families; Corollary 4. For given finitely generated torsion free Fuchsian group of the first kind F\ and a pair of nonnegative integers (p, n) with 2p-2 + n > 0, there exists only finitely many nonequivalent and locally nontrivial holomorphic families of type (p, n) over A/F\.
